


Dear special guests/customers, partners, supporters and friends,

Year 2020 is indeed a challenging world for all of us around the world. Indonesia and Plataran, in particular, are no 
exceptions to this unprecedented systemic global crisis.

Since March, we have closed down the operations of all our properties in support and compliance of the government’s 
policy to stem the Covid-19 pandemic and to ensure the safety and security of our valued guests and customers.

Since then, we have taken all necessary precautions to respond to this force majeure event by adopting  our 
“Plataran Urgent Systemic Crisis Response Program”. Our early 2020 situation may be likened to riding a fast train 
which suddenly had to take an emergency brake, putting a complete stop to our operations due to the pandemic.

Notwithstanding the current situation, we are fortunate that in Plataran, we are surrounded by a milieu of optimism 
and positivism,  such that the immediate implementation of the Crisis Program, albeit challenging, was able to gain 
the full support of everyone in Plataran. We are now in the “status of acceptance” and “making positive response to 
the pandemic as part of new life”, since the month of April. Notwithstanding the severe impact of our closing, being 
good citizens and as part of Plataran’s civic responsibility, our team has proactively created the Plataran Berbagi 
Program, which has been regularly donating personal protective equipment (PPEs) to doctors and paramedics 
in various hospitals in Jakarta, and also distributing hundreds of food boxes on a daily basis during the entire 
Ramadhan fasting period to the underprivileged in all of our 3 properties in Jakarta.

We are now focusing on our revival “Rainbow Program” for the re-opening of all of our business units spread 
out Indonesia, from Jakarta to the National Park of Komodo. This Program comprises, among others: various 
consolidations and improvements for better effective operation for more added value to our customers/guests, 
suppliers and strategic partners; the formulation of our best practice of the Plataran-19 Safety Protocol to ensure 
that safety measures will not take anything away from your Plataran hospitality experience and happiness;  
the introduction of new Plataran products and menus for our reopening, including “Plataran Your Real Second 
Home” which is aimed at allowing our customers to simultaneously enjoy making peace with the Earth whilst 
doing their business activities in our properties (consistent with the new work trend of virtual working) considering  
our special property lay out, iconic private and serene locations, and special experience/encounter programs: and 
last, but not least, the special one stop Garuda Premium City Check-in at our Plataran Senayan. Please visit our  
www.plataran.com/plataran-rainbow-revival for more information on these added value programs as 
supported by our partners, including, Garuda, BNI, BCA, RS Bunda, Mustika Ratu and Yayasan Putri Indonesia –  
all designed to ensure that your Plataran Hospitality experience becomes an extra memorable one. 

We in Plataran strongly believe that after a storm, there will always be rainbows welcoming the fittest out of  
the tunnel.

By adopting and implementing our Rainbow Program after our Plataran Urgent Systemic Crisis Response Program 
implementation, we are more than prepared and ready to serve you again with our well-known “iconic, personal 
& intimate, and true Indonesian culture and nature” products and services when we reopen our hotels, resorts, 
private cruises, beach clubs, and restaurants.

In the meantime, please stay safe and happy since we can’t wait to reunite with you and make peace with the Earth.

Salam Optimisme Plataran Indonesia,
 
Yozua Makes
Chief Executive Officer

CEO’S Message
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Plataran Berbagi
As a True Indonesian Icon, Plataran is dedicated to social responsibility and committed to 

supporting the health, happiness and wellbeing of our fellow Indonesians. We believe that 

in times of hardship, helping those around us becomes all the more important; in times 

of need, we must also remember to provide for those less fortunate. That’s why Plataran 

Indonesia recently launched our Plataran Berbagi campaign – to support those who are 

struggling to support themselves during this unprecedented global pandemic.

 

Over the Ramadan fasting period, three of Plataran Indonesia’s properties in Jakarta 

(Menteng, Dharmawangsa and Plataran Senayan) donated food parcels to essential workers 

and low-income public service personnel such as online drivers, newspaper sellers and 

bajaj drivers. Every day, dedicated chefs and delivery staff from these three properties 

distributed 100 boxes each to their surrounding areas summed up to approximately 12.000 

boxes distributed throughout the program. Our customers were also able to contribute  

to the Plataran Berbagi campaign; for every purchase via the Plataran At Your Home  

delivery service, a portion of each transaction was donated to creating food parcels for  

people in need. 

This hardship reminded us that no matter where we come from, we are all connected in 

one Earth, that a single act of kindness can save lives. Therefore, we are also donating self-

protective equipment and additional resources to hospitals as a support to our local medical 

personnel who are fighting in the front line. While we are waiting for the government to 

provide us with a safety net, our commitment to dedicated social responsibility campaigns 

is within our essence to ensure we act promptly and continue striving to offer a rainbow of 

hope to those most in need.
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Rainbow Revival Program
The qualities of togetherness, pluralism and mutual cooperation are strongly rooted in Indonesian culture. Our unity has been put to the test 

and proven when facing various challenges in the past – before and after independence – including the Bali bombings, the SARS outbreak and  

the financial crisis. Each of these events took their toll on Indonesia’s tourism industry, but we came through. COVID-19 presents a real challenge at 

the moment, and affects many industries – especially tourism. 

Plataran is a home-grown hospitality provider, made by Indonesians and for Indonesians. Although our beloved archipelago is currently going 

through some dark days due to COVID-19 shutdowns and restrictions, we believe the sun always shines brightest after a storm. Therefore, we are 

now focusing on our revival “Rainbow Program” for the re-opening of all of our business units spread out Indonesia, from Jakarta to the National 

Park of Komodo. 

PLATARAN AT YOUR HOME
www.plataran.com/plataran-at-your-home

Plataran Delivery provides hearty, healthy food in the comfort of your own home. Your 

local Plataran restaurant will prepare your favorite dishes to the highest standards of 

hygiene and food safety, letting you enjoy a range of delicious Indonesian dishes with 

peace of mind. All orders are packaged in a sealed container, so your dish is safe from 

door to door. During these days of isolation and social distancing, Plataran delivers a much 

needed reminder of shared culinary heritage, and a taste of better times ahead.
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Please visit our www.plataran.com/plataran-rainbow-revival for more information

PLATARAN YOUR REAL SECOND HOME
www.plataran.com/plataran-your-second-home

Adapting to the new normal does not necessarily mean we have to endure a bearing 

weight, Plataran offers an alternative residence encompassed in luxury, comfort, and safety 

that can be accessed throughout the archipelago. Immerse yourself in cultural richness 

and natural surroundings while remaining to be productive, inspired, and consider 

yourself home.

PLATARAN-19 SAFETY PROTOCOL
www.plataran.com/covid-19-safety-precautions

For the peace of mind of our guests during their visit in the new normal term, we are 

implementing enhanced hygiene and safety protocols with the key points of reinforcing 

cleaning procedure, mandatory of washing hand, application of hand sanitizer and mask, 

sterilizing operational equipment, maintaining physical distancing and a disciplined staff 

training as recommended by the tourism and health authorities to ensure that hygiene and 

safety measures will not take anything away from Plataran Guests hospitality experience 

and happiness.

GARUDA PREMIUM CITY CHECK-IN
www.plataran.com/garuda-premium-city-checkin

Garuda Premium City Check-In is the latest initiative of Garuda Indonesia, Plataran 

Indonesia, and Indonesia Medical Tourism Board which provides the easiness, convenience, 

exclusivity, and safety to travel in the new normal.

The Garuda Premium City Check-In desk is available in Pidari at Hutan Kota Plataran where 

travelers may proceed with the check-in process, choose a preferred seat, and at the same 

time conduct COVID-19 test as part of the recently updated flight requirements.

INDONESIA DESTINASIKU
www.plataran.com/indonesiadestinasiku

Responding to the challenge from multiple perspectives, Indonesia Destinasiku is  

a national movement initiated and driven by a combination of private companies and 

state-owned enterprises in Indonesia. This project represents a collaborative effort between 

Plataran, BNI, BCA and Garuda Indonesia. Alongside the Putri Indonesia Foundation and 

Mustika Ratu, we are combining the strength and expertise of each participant to focus 

on various market segments, approaching the issue from multiple sides and presenting 

packages that showcase the exoticism of Indonesia.
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Pandemic should not compromise your
Plataran hospitality experience.



Erik , General Manager Plataran Menjangan

I have been at Plataran since 2019, responsible for all aspects of operations at the hotel, including day-to-day 

staff management and guest support. I represent Plataran in front of guests and others. I provide leadership 

and strategic planning to all departments in support of our service culture, maximized operations and guest 

satisfaction. 

I have always wanted to ensure that all guests and our company get the best service and profit that I can offer. 

I feel it’s important, both to me personally and for the company and the clients, to provide a positive customer 

experience. Being able to provide that essential service is really motivating.

I’m so grateful to be a member of Plataran, and I’m grateful for this life. Every achievement, happy moment, 

failure, bad days... it’s all part of the process. What makes a man isn’t how high his position is, but how grateful 

he is for everything he’s got. Enjoy the process, never stop learning, and be innovative in all circumstances. If 

you are grateful, then you will feel satisfied with your life.

I believe in order for us to stay optimistic during tough times, we must be proactive about who we look to for 

hope, how we explain adversity to ourselves and who we interact with. Optimism gives us breadcrumbs of 

hope and keeps believing that all of this hard work will lead to a rainbow after all.

Putu Srie Wedayanthi, Human Resources Coordinator - Plataran Canggu Resort & Spa

Being grateful, it helps me see a positive side in every situation; it helps me uplift my mood when I am 

depressed; it makes me feel abundant; helps me feel my worth; feel confident; and keeps hope alive in me. 

Every setback has something good for you in disguise. Every time you stumble and fall, you get stronger. 

Being grateful is a positive feeling and if you practice it in your life it will make your life fulfilling. Nothing 

in this world comes for free, and if you are lucky to experience any kind of kindness, happiness or comfort, 

you should try to feel gratitude. One needs to value every single thing one has. Couldn’t get the grade you 

wished for in your exams? At least you passed. Couldn’t get a promotion? At least you have a job. Couldn’t get 

a job? At least you have knowledge and eligibility. Broke up? At least you have time for introspection; time 

and youth and a chance.

Rama Raharjo, Sales Executive - Venue and Dining Jakarta

I have been working here as a sales executive for 10 years and 3 months. I have handled various clients 

during their special events – such as family gatherings, reunions, and other unforgettable moments such as 

weddings and anniversaries. I also work with the operations team to support other miscellaneous activities. 

I really love my job here.

I am so grateful for working at Plataran; the company has taught me to put God first and family after, and 

to love my beautiful country, Indonesia. Now I know how to work as an entrepreneur and keep innovating 

just like Plataran taught me; I am so proud to be a member of the Plataran team thus far. Despite this hard 

challenge, I am staying optimistic and pushing my limits to reach my customers through Plataran at Your 

Home. It gives me a new chance to approach customers in a new and different style. And, thanks to God, my 

clients keep making repeated orders.

I believe in giving hope for the future and those who keep moving forward are not wasting their time; I don’t 

have time to complain, I am focusing on what’s happening next. This too shall pass!

People.
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Plataran Indonesia Head Office
Jl. Brawijaya Raya No. 4 Kebayoran Baru

Jakarta Selatan 12160, Indonesia
T. +62 21 7221 740 / +62 21 2932 6192  |  F. +62 21 2932 6191

E. info.desk@plataran.com

Bali Sales & Marketing Office
C/O Plataran Canggu Bali Resort & Spa
Jl. Pengubugan, Banjar Silayukti, Kuta,

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T. +62 361 411 388 / +62 361 844 6012  |  F. +62 361 844 6029

E. info.desk@plataran.com

Borobudur Sales & Marketing Office
C/O Plataran Borobudur Resort & Spa

Dusun Tanjungan, Borobudur, Magelang
Central Java 56553, Indonesia

T. +62 293 788 888  |  F. +62 293 788 699
E. info.desk@plataran.com

HOTELS & RESORTS  •  VENUES & DINING  •  PRIVATE CRUISES  •  ECO TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

Borobudur  |  Bromo  |  Canggu  |  Jakarta  |  Komodo  |  Sumba  |  Tokyo
Tugu - Puncak   |  Ubud  |  West Bali National Park

www.plataran.com


